Medicine and Healing
practically proved by his disciple,
scientist and practitioner Gleb
Pogozhev, what made this book
truly folk. “Folk doctor book”
means your longevity without
diseases and doctors. Thanks
to that book everybody can join
great medicine and live according
to Bolotov!
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The basic principles of treatment by
Bolotov and the universal catalogue
of medical supplies developed by
the academician – all this in a single
book! The majority of medicines
created by academician Bolotov
are based on usage of enzymes
produced by milk fermentation of
medical plants. It’s preparing and
applying is characterized by simplicity and accessibility. The corner
stone of Bolotov’s medicine chest is
an aqua regia which may retard ageing and forestall many diseases due
to organism fermentation. You may
ﬁnd more from Bolotov’s website
www.безтаблеток.рф.

“Folk doctor book by Bolotov” is an
edition that opens the unique series
of books “Life by Bolotov”. Future
medicine will be based in many
aspects on the audacious theories
of cellular rejuvenation of an organism and upheaval transgression
treatment developed by the famous
Ukrainian charmer. Signiﬁcant part
of the book is dedicated to the one
of the greatest issues of XXI century
– cancer. The scientist has created
a theory of cancer emergence
which has allowed creating practical
methods for a treatment of this and
many other diseases. Innovative
revelations of the academician were

Boris Bolotov is one of the most signiﬁcant
modern scientists. He’s a chemist, physicist,
biologist, who has given 40 years of his life
to scientiﬁc researches. Huge reservoir of
a scientiﬁc ﬁrmness combines with simple
and easy-to-understand suggestions in his
books. Gleb Pogozhev is an old disciple of
Boris Bolotov. All the elaborations of the
scientiﬁc expert are notable for availability
and constant eﬀectiveness. Due to the book
of a great scientist you may strengthen the
main proponent of your health – an immune
system. That means you can break up with
the variety of illnesses forever and forestall
the most serious diseases including cancer
and diabetes. Academician Bolotov is sure:
health has no age limits. Moreover, his patients’ experience conﬁrms: with the future
medicine even impossible comes to life!
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Medicine and Healing
Recipes by granny Travinka
By Valentina Travinka

All the books written by Valentina Travinka are unusual and this one is not an
exception. Her culinary recipes remarkably combine with a careful and kind
view of life that is so familiar to a million readers. But this book tells not only
about tasty healthy food but it contains everything that granny Travinka has
experienced herself with her associates – accessible to everybody exercises,
saunas, massage, prayers that soften one’s soul, the ways to protect from an
“evil energy”. “Recipes by granny Travinka” is a book about making life healthy
and kind.

The path to health. 6th edition
By B.Travinka

Trying to help people to get rid of diseases ailments and voidness Valentina
Travinka (Grass-blade) tells of the folk medicine secrets and possibility of selfcuration that each of us has. The only thing you need to do is to explore yourself and ﬁnd your own path to health… “Granny Travinka” will discover the way
to protect yourself from an energetic virus. She will teach how to treat with a
clay, Chinese cautery and other wonderful means; how to identify geopathogenic zones around you; how to ﬁnd strength and kindness.
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